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Take the  Mini Stretch Wrap and place 
next to the skeg box/hatch area which is 
to be covered.

Wrap around the kayak, pulling tight to 
make a good seal.

Allow a good margin beyond the hatch/
skeg box; ideally  the width of the wrap.

Mini Stretch Wrap & Tape Repair
This repair kit can be used to seal a hatch or leaking skeg box.

Mini Stretch Wrap & Tape Repair Kit

Continue to wrap around (ideally a 
minimum of 6 wraps), to ensure a good 
seal and increased strength.
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Contents:
1 Mini stretch wrap
2 J-cloth
3 Self-amalgamating tape
4 Cable ties
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Mini Stretch Wrap Repair
This repair can be done in-water or on a wet boat and can be used to seal a hatch area or a 
leaking skeg box.

Caution
Mini stretch wrap is a great temporary repair, but it is delicate material (stronger than cling 
film) so take care when launching/landing or rock-hopping.
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Self-amalgamating Tape Repair
This is a rubberised tape that stick to itself very well when secured under a small amount 
of tension (like handlebar or racket handle tape).

This type of tape is ideally suited for an internal skeg box repair, where the outer plastic/
nylon sheath/cable cover has become detached from the skeg box/union.

Place the end of the tape on the cable 
sheath.

Keeping tension in the tape, wrap it 
around, making sure the tape overlaps on 
itself by about half its width.

Continue until the whole of the area is 
encapsulated.

Peel apart the end of the tape from the 
backing strip.
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Cable Ties
Useful items for repairing broken foot rests, deck fittings etc. Join them together ‘Daisy 
Chain’ fashion to make a longer version.


